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THE LED REVOLUTION

Eledea Flameless Candles are leading the way in candlelit 
convenience with a collection of gently-flickering, mood-
setting, family-friendly candles to light up any occasion. 
Spruce up any space with a choice of assorted pillar 
candles, sophisticated taper candles, charming tealight 
candles and an innovative remote control accessory to help 
set the mood at the click of a button.

So much more than just a candle, the real wax Eledea 
Flameless Candle helps to create a peaceful and 
welcoming ambiance in any home, hotel or restaurant with 
the added benefit of ensuring a clean, wax, and smoke-free 
environment. They do not become hot to the touch, the 
LED flame cannot burn or catch alight, and they are easy 
to move around from one room to another without fear of 
dripping wax or extinguishing the flame. Safe for the whole 
family to enjoy.



INFINITE HOURS OF CANDLELIGHT

Lighting up homes, creating dreamy atmospheres, and doing so in 
a safe and affordable way… it’s all part of Eledea Flameless Candle 
allure. And with over 80 hours of burn time from our tealight 
candles, more than 200 hours from our Taper Candles and up to 
400 hours from our Pillar Candles, our range of Eledea Flameless 
Candles is guaranteed to give you hours and hours of candle-lit 
pleasure.

FOR EVERY OCCASION

From romantic dinners to elaborate celebrations, drinks in the 
garden or a relaxed game around the coffee table, a little bit of 
candlelight can add a whole lot of extra… to any occasion. Simply 
lay the table, invite your guests, and have fun mixing and matching 
your favourite LED candles; from tapers to tealights and pillars in a 
range of different sizes.



PILLAR CANDLES

Add atmosphere to any setting. Eledea Pillar Candles 
have been designed to recreate the ambience of 
traditional candlelight without any of the safety 
risks associated with regular candles. These pillars 
work beautifully as individual pieces or in clusters of 
alternating heights, depending on the aesthetic you’d 
like to create in your space.

TEALIGHT CANDLES

The Eledea Flameless Candle Tealight Collection is 
designed to create stylish constellations of shimmering 
light. The gently flickering LED lights add a warmth to 
any space, without any real hot flames or wax. With 
over 80 hours of burn time, they’re the perfect little 
candle that goes a long way.

1 x CR2032 battery (1 per candle - included)  

80+ hours burn time

Smooth finish, wax-dipped

Unscented

3D LED Flame

4 x timer options: 2, 4, 6 & 8 hours -if used with 

Eledea remote control*

Sold in pack of 4
*Remote control sold separately and included in Box Sets

6 x AA batteries (2 per pillar – not included)

400+ hours burn time

Smooth finish

Indented tops

Unscented

3D LED Flame

4 x timer options: 2, 4, 6 & 8 hours -if used with 

Eledea remote control*

Pillar Candles are also available individually
*Remote control sold separately and included in Box Sets



REMOTE CONTROL

Switch it on, dim it down, turn it off, repeat. Experience 
convenience at your fingertips with our innovative 
remote control accessory that lets you control the 
length of time your candle stays on, as well as how 
bright or dim you need it. Setting the mood is as easy 
as clicking a button. Choose from the different timer 
options of 2, 4, 6 and 8 hours.

TAPER CANDLES

Whether you’re adding the finishing touch to a bedside 
table, or setting the mood for a meal, the simple 
elegance of a single Eledea Flameless Candle is all you 
need to create the ideal setting. Designed to add all the 
charm without any of the risks: no harmful toxins and 
no hot wax; they’re the perfect choice for any occasion.

2 x AAA batteries  (2 per candle – not included)

200+ hours burn time

Smooth finish 

Unscented

3D LED Flame

4 x timer options: 2, 4, 6 & 8 hours -if used with 

Eledea remote control*

Sold in pack of 2

*Remote control sold separately and included in Box Sets

Made from HIPS Plastic

Available in Black

Uses 1 x CR2025 battery (included)



FUNCTIONAL BEAUTY

Flameless. Smokeless. Effortless. These are just some of the 
innovative benefits from our range of Eledea Flameless Candles 
– the perfect accompaniment to any setting. The 3D LED flame 
cannot burn or catch alight, which makes them easy to move from 
table to bar counter to shelf, without worrying about dripping 
wax, burning fabrics, or hot hands. No flames. No worries. Just 
wonderfully warm candlelight.

PRODUCTS

Pillar Candle (Small) 
2.8 x 3.9 in.
SKU 43011

Remote Control
SKU 49002

3-Pack Box Set 
SKU 43400

Good Mood Box
SKU EL-30408

Family Treat Box
SKU EL-30410

Pillar Candle (Medium)
2.8 x 4.9 in.
SKU 43012

Pillar Candle (Large)
2.8 x 5.9 in.
SKU 43013

Includes:
Pillar Candle (Small)
Pillar Candle (Medium)
Pillar Candle (Large)
Remote Control

Includes:
2 x Taper Candles
4 x Tealight Candles
Remote Control

Includes:
4 x Tealight Candles
2 x Taper Candles
Pillar Candle (Small)
Pillar Candle (Medium)
Pillar Candle (Large)
Remote Control

Taper Candle (2-Pack)
W1 x H7,9 in.

SKU 43202

Tealight Candle (4-Pack)
Each Tealight: W1,5 x H0,8 in.

(Wax dipped)
SKU 43604
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